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Marketing an Event Experience: where the zombies,
skeletons, and unicorns roam for free or fee
Blog Post published by Tiff Graham on Tuesday, November 14, 2017
In October, I searched the Internet for parade and parade-like events related to
Halloween, Zombie Walks/Crawls, and Day of the Dead. The number of events worldwide was
astounding, from rural to suburban and urban settings, the visual and text documentation of these
events and the people who attended them was extensive. Initially, I thought I would focus on the
popularity of dead themed costumes in these events, but I found myself spiraling into thoughts about
death and the realities of death, leading me to think, this is so depressing. Why would playing dead
be fun, when actual death is not.
Hence, I shifted my focus to the marketing of parade-like events where skulls, blood, and the
macabre can walk alongside unicorns and other pretty things. It felt more palatable to me. It didn't
mean I couldn't handle a good horror film, festival in a cemetery, or blood and guts zombie; it’s just
that death seemed more real, and I guess I’d like to personally avoid it, even with possibilities of
reincarnation, transhumance, and immortality miracle drugs. (*or a vampire bite, ‘tis the season for
them)

Questions bubbling in my brain
How is marketing influencing my decisions to attend Halloween, zombie, and Day of the Dead themed
events? How does culture and society influence my participation? Why do people, including me,
spend time, money, and effort to attend these event where it seems we, the
consumers/audience/attendees, are the main, unpaid entertainment? What is motivating all this
active participation? (the moon, ancestors, Internet, what?)
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*Images of West Hollywood Halloween Carnival (2017) where costumed people parade/promendade/stroll/walk along
blocked off Santa Monica Boulevard down one side of the boulevard and back up the other side. It's a free, night event
that includes music stages, food trucks, photo opp locations, as well as tents with police, fire, and med care at one end.
Local businesses are open along the event route. (Location: West Hollywood, California US / Website 1 / Website 2)

My life as a zombie and other costumed characters
From my perspective, I wondered, why in the world, would I visit Halloween themed stores and used
clothing stores, searching for costume inspiration and things to purchase like black and white face
paint, fake blood, and even Halloween dog costumes when I had other things to do. Why did I find
myself watching more horror themed movies and TV series with costume themed stories when I
didn’t want to be scared? Why was I continuously scrolling the Internet for costume ideas, watching
You Tube videos of Halloween parades and zombie makeup tips, and now thinking of purchasing
Groupon and EventBrite listed tickets for a Zombie Crawl or Zombie Walk Festival. Even while
reading the Los Angeles Times newspaper, Daily Breeze Newspaper, local print readers, and Internet
sites, I couldn’t escape thoughts of culturally appropriated costumes, growing revenues of Halloween
and Day of the Dead merchandise and events, as well, as making a note that a live streaming of the
Japanese Kawasaki Halloween parade was coming up (postponed by typhoon this year).
Moreover, I found myself walking down memory lane. I was reminiscing about my past Halloween,
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Zombie, and Day of the Dead (Día de Muertos) events in California. I had many experiences of the
West Hollywood (WEHO) Halloween Carnival promenade events when my brother lived/owned an
apartment in the neighborhood, as well as the year I watched it on a live stream feed where costumed
characters were interviewed and "Rocky Horror Picture Show's" Tim Curry took the stage with lots of
Frank N. Furter clones. Other years, I attended the "Hollywood Forever Cemetery Day of the Dead
(Día de Muertos)" events and processions with friends, family, and even one year with my students to
set up an ofrenda (altar). Also, there was the Long Beach Halloween events with the "Haute Dog
Howl’oween Parade" and "Long Beach Zombie Walk Festival," the San Pedro Halloween dog parade,
and so many other Halloween and Day of the Dead themed organized events held nearby (* lots of
city, town, and community events in this area of Southern California near Los Angeles County,
Orange County, Riverside, and San Bernadino County).
Despite this nostalgic reminiscing, I still couldn’t shake the thought, why in the world do I and others
do it. Even now, with these everyday thoughts and worries that so many of us have about money,
security, safety, physical ability, social responsibilities, lack of time, zombie apocalypse preparedness,
etc. do I and numerous others, carve time to make costumes and actively participate in these walking
events of the season. Especially considering that many of us in costume are NOT attending these
events as sponsors, hired/volunteer staff, organizers, vendors, media, professional entertainment,
politicians, celebrities, police, firemen, local business owners, or other type of stakeholder with
concerted interest in the success and safety of the event. Instead, we are the
consumer/audience/attendee who willingly prepares, performs, sometimes pays and self-promotes
these free or fee parade-like events. Why?

Does the answer lie within Event Studies?
When studying festive events, I often default to studying the cultural aspects vs. the management and
marketing side of events. However, there is much to learn from Event Studies, Leisure Studies,
Tourism Studies and Management, and other related fields of study and applied practice that engage
in planned event experiences.
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Spin Public Relations: PR, Marketing, Promotions...

Technically, a planned event encompasses a beginning and an end. Though in some cases, the event
time and place is not always rigidly structured or bounded. From an Event Studies approach, the
planned event may be deconstructed by: the form, such as the planning of programmed activities;
design elements; marketing; administration and operations; risk associations; stakeholders;
experience and meaning, or other related factors. (Getz 2008)
I reviewed numerous related books, studies, and online marketing websites that addressed aspects of
customer experience, planned events, and marketing. Some works used the terms: event experiences,
experience industry, experience marketing, experiential marketing. Although some of the referenced
works were associated with retail marketing or other customer service situations vs. entertainment
event marketing, many seemed relatable to my examination of parade-like events.

Factors shaping participation in planned event
experiences
(or what I like to call, "the candy trail")
Social, political, and personal contructs were described in Event Studies literature as integral in
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understanding people’s realities, which in turn could determine whether one is motivated to attend
an event. These constructs relate to how one understands and experiences the world. So, it seems
those who are organizing/promoting events do consider the motivations/intentions and
influences/inspirations of individuals, groups, and societies because these factors often shape how,
why, and whether a person will participate in events.
From my event marketing research, here is a list of suggested marketing points to attract
a consumer/audience/attendee/participant. This list could explain some reasons why I and so many of
us are actively participating in the Halloween, Zombie Walks/Crawls, and Day of the Dead events.

How to bring the people to the event:
1. Create opportunities at the events for participation and involvement (Getz
2008:176, O'Sullivan and Spangler 1998:3)
2. Provide “WOW” factor so it feels like a memorable experience (Getz 2008:177;
Citrine)
3. Create “a state of being physically, mentally, socially spiritually, or emotionally
engaged” (Getz 2008:176; O'Sullivan and Spangler 1998:3)
4. Address some internal needs such as a feeling of a “guaranteed” and “safe”
experience (Getz 2008:176)
5. Develop a sense of communitas, liminal/liminoid state of being, a distraction from
ordinary state of mind (time out of time), and at times encourage a tourist culture
experience (*these are socio-anthropological/folklore/tourism studies concepts
related to Victor Turner, Arnold van Gennep, Alessandro Falassi, and Jafar Jafari)
6.
Encourage a feeling of meaningful involvement, such that
consumers/audience/attendees can expect:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

a feeling of oneness (communitas)
sense of place / nostalgia (memory) making
wonder/excitement
sense of belonging
validation that it was a good choice to attend
feeling of learning or appreciation
transformative, challenging, or democratic/egalitarian freedom of expression in some instances
feeling of deep involvement or exhilarated immersion, relating back to Csikzentmihalyi’s theory
of’ flow’
opportunity for escapism
satiation of feelings of FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out)
7.

Develop consumer/audience/attendee receptiveness to a planned event
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experience pre/during/post event with:
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

Advertisements in local newspapers and at popular locations/businesses that capture target
audience attention
Posters/Flyers/Street flags
Streaming video or live feed
Social media sites (you know them, no need to name/endorse since social websites/apps can
vary with time and trends)
Event website
Analog or Digital Radio / Streaming Radio and Podcasts
Fan communication – make shareable content, encourage uploading of photos
WOMM / WOM (word of mouth marketing from organizations)
Merchandise – t-shirts, trinkets to later remind of the experience (memorabilia), etc.
Event guides or flyers / wristbands or lanyards for access and discounts /special photo opp area
for memory making
Incentives for participation – entertainment, celebrities, competitions, vendors, special services
Transportation routes/times/services
Archives of photos/videos/event activities of previous years is great eye candy to entice for
present and future attendance
Fundraiser associations, so wearing a costume has added purpose/meaning (i.e. Zombie Walks
for brain and hemophilia research, food banks, hospitals, education, etc.)
Traditions/Invented Traditions, or even building from personal traditions (i.e., Catrinas Parade
in Mexico City (Mexico), Halloween parades in Dublin (Ireland), NYC (US), Atlanta (US), Baton
Rouge (US), Kawasaki (Japan), and numerous cities/towns/communities worldwide

References: Getz and other authors that inspired the list are listed below

Final thoughts
Although we all have our personal reasons for spending time, money, and effort on costumed events,
I do think culture, society, and marketing are persuasively guiding us in our costume and event
choices. What’s amazing to me is that with all these event choices, and online passive observation
opportunities of events, an event can still draw active participation. I guess this leads me to believe
that event organizers do need a multitude of marketing approaches that consider human behavior
and needs, while also building strategies to harness new technologies and various media. And it’s
important to say, without these events, there’s not a land where the zombies, unicorns, and indecent
Groots are free, so take my hand, come with me..…to a place where you’re free.. and you can say “Hi,
my name’s Catrina and my name’s Hugh…” knowing it’s okay, whether you’re dressed in legwarmers,
gown, overalls, or fancy hat and facepaint.
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